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"You will either master the pistol or the pistol will master you."To fire perfect shots, you must train for

perfect shots. But whether you want to shoot squirrels, punch holes in paper targets, or defend your

home, there is only one path to achieving consistent accuracy with a handgun: mastering the

fundamentals of marksmanship. Written by a former U.S. Marine Corps firearms instructor who has

taught more than a thousand law enforcement, military, and security personnel, The Perfect Pistol

Shot uses succinct lessons, uncommon exercises, and real-world stories to provide a fresh look at a

vital topic for all gunmen. It includes:The single most important "trick" to perfecting handgun

marksmanshipA simple concept for learning how to shoot a gun twice as fastA series of unique

"Prove It" exercises that allow you to test the concepts offered without the pressure of actual

shootingAn entertaining chapter on guns, gun magazines, and gun gurus that will help you make

wiser choices about your trainingKnowing how to engage targets is valuable for the defensive

shooter, but if "engaging" doesn't translate into "hitting," what's the point? You must have a solid

foundation on which to build tactical skills. Your reward will be conversion from just another hapless

shooter into an independent marksman.

The Perfect Pistol Shot is intended to bring students through a systematic process that ends with

the ability to consistently self-coach and self-correct every shot, whether on the range or in the field.

Intentional accuracy (marksmanship) is objective science that can be thoughtfully duplicated, not a

subjective martial art. It does not matter whether your shooting has wild swings in accuracy or

whether you have chronic bad habits, the material in this book has already been proven to produce

dramatic results. Anyone in reasonable health with a safe, modern, sighted, full-sized handgun of

centerfire caliber may expect no less than the following measureable standard when properly

applying the material in this book:7 yards: Three shots in one ragged hole.25 yards: Three shots in

less than a four inch circle.100 yards: Consistent torso hits on a full-sized silhouette.It was certainly

not my intention to offer yet another "new and improved" method for shooting a handgun. Instead I

am hoping to offer marksmanship knowledge based on more than two hundred years of experience

gathered by the world's best practical marksmen, the United States Marines. The information has

been interpreted for practical use by street-level law enforcement and modern sport shooters, and

includes drills and exercises intended to convey a fundamental understanding of what it takes to hit

your mark.Thanks for reading.A.H. League III



Over two dozen instructive photographs and a series of unique, non-firingÃ‚Â "Prove It" drills,

designed to allow the reader toÃ‚Â prove or disproveÃ‚Â the book's concepts withoutÃ‚Â the

stress of firing.Ã‚Â 
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